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A B S T R A C T

The role of associative reward learning in guiding feature-based attention and spatial attention is well estab-
lished. However, no studies have looked at the extent to which reward learning can modulate the direction of
saccades during visual search. Here, we introduced a novel reward learning paradigm to examine whether
reward-associated directions of eye movements can modulate performance in different visual search tasks.
Participants had to fixate a peripheral target before fixating one of four disks that subsequently appeared in each
cardinal position. This was followed by reward feedback contingent upon the direction chosen, where one di-
rection consistently yielded a high reward. Thus, reward was tied to the direction of saccades rather than the
absolute location of the stimulus fixated. Participants selected the target in the high-value direction on the
majority of trials, demonstrating robust learning of the task contingencies. In an untimed visual foraging task
that followed, which was performed in extinction, initial saccades were reliably biased in the previously re-
warded-associated direction. In a second experiment, following the same training procedure, eye movements in
the previously high-value direction were facilitated in a saccade-to-target task. Our findings suggest that re-
warding directional eye movements biases oculomotor search patterns in a manner that is robust to extinction
and generalizes across stimuli and task.

1. Introduction

Our perceptual systems have a limited representational capacity,
making selective attention important for survival. The influence of as-
sociative reward learning and reinforcement learning in stimulus-
evoked attentional orienting has been well established. Previously re-
ward-predictive features capture attention in a subsequent visual search
task in which those features are nonsalient and task-irrelevant (see
Anderson, 2016, for a recent review). Value-driven attentional capture
has been successfully demonstrated using a variety of stimulus features,
including color (Anderson, Laurent, & Yantis, 2011), orientation
(Laurent, Hall, Anderson, & Yantis, 2015; Theeuwes & Belopolsky,
2012), shape (Della Libera & Chelazzi, 2009; Della Libera, Perlato, &
Chelazzi, 2011), and object category (Donohue et al., 2016; Hickey,
Kaiser, & Peelen, 2015).

Recently, Anderson and Kim (2018a, 2018b) extended the principle
of value-driven attention to the orienting of attention towards reward-
associated spatial locations within a scene (see also, Chelazzi et al.,
2014). Participants performed an initial task where an attentional shift
to a particular region of space resulted in a reward. This was followed
by either a visual search task superimposed on the scenes experienced

during training, or a free viewing task in which participants were ex-
posed to these same scenes. In the visual search task, targets were
identified faster when appearing in the previously reward-associated
region if the search stimuli appeared soon after scene onset, while in-
hibition of return was evident at a longer stimulus onset asynchrony,
reflecting a scene-evoked spatial orienting response. In the free viewing
tasks, previously reward-associated regions were associated with both
more frequent saccades in their direction and longer fixation durations,
and this bias was evident from the initial saccade. These authors further
showed that the bias is not contingent upon the richness of the scene, in
that the bias can occur in the absence of objects in a free viewing task
(Anderson & Kim, 2018b). However, this same bias was not evident
using object-less scenes during goal-directed visual search (Anderson &
Kim, 2018a), which could reflect the ability to override value-driven
spatial attentional biases when performing an explicit task.

Although the influence of reward learning on visual information
processing has been investigated for spatial locations, as measured by
fixations and saccades (Anderson & Kim, 2018a, 2018b), the influence
of reward learning on the oculomotor system itself has not been in-
vestigated. Saccades are rapid, ballistic movements of the eye that
change the point of fixation, which can be triggered reflexively (Purves,
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Augustine, & Fitzpatrick, 2012); this allows us to foveate stimuli of
potentially high interest, maximizing our ability to process these stimuli
with high visual acuity. Neuroeconomic studies in monkeys have shown
that reward seems to have a direct influence on saccade programming
(Bendiksby & Platt, 2006; Ikeda & Hikosaka, 2003; Kawagoe, Takikawa,
& Hikosaka, 1998; Milstein & Dorris, 2011; Takikawa, Kawagoe, &
Hikosaka, 2002; Yamamoto, Kim, & Hikosaka, 2013). For example,
Sohn and Lee (2006) showed that even though a target remained on the
display, the animals would consistently generate initial errant saccades
to a task-irrelevant location in space previously associated with reward.
In this situation, the reward-associated region is devoid of stimuli but
still able to elicit saccades.

Prior studies have also shown that reward contingencies can speed
up saccades (Bendiksby & Platt, 2006; Kawagoe et al., 1998; Takikawa
et al., 2002; Yamamoto et al., 2013). Similar results have been obtained
in studies using human observers (Bucker, Silvis, Donk, & Theeuwes,
2015; Milstein & Dorris, 2007; Theeuwes & Belopolsky, 2012). For
example, in Chen and colleagues' study, participants were cued to make
saccades to the left or right and were also cued to whether or not the
trial would be a reward trial. On potential reward trials, participants
showed increased peak velocity in saccades (Chen, Chen, Zhou, &
Mustain, 2014).

Directional saccades reflect an overt behavior, which might be
subject to biases arising from reinforcement learning. However, it re-
mains unclear whether reward learning can bias the generation of eye
movements in a particular direction, separately from the particular
region of space to which they are made. That is, it is unclear if reward
learning can bias the direction of eye movements per se. In the present

study, we associated reward with saccades made in a particular cardinal
direction in a spatial orienting task. Participants were provided mone-
tary incentives encouraging them to orient towards a specific cardinal
direction, which we refer to as the “high-value” direction.

The high-value direction was decoupled from specific regions of
space by having participants fixate initially at the center of the screen,
and then to one of four cardinal directions before a decision-making
task occurred. The decision-making task consisted of saccading to one
of four peripheral targets, placed with random jitter in each of the four
cardinal directions from the point of current fixation. Saccading to a
target in one direction was associated with more reward (probabil-
istically) than saccading to a target in any of the other directions. In this
task, the initial saccade from central fixation is, in principle, analogous
to the different contexts (scenes) in Anderson and Kim's (2018a, 2018b)
paradigm, as it separated the rewarded direction from a specific spatial
location on the screen. We examined whether participants could ro-
bustly learn which direction was the optimal direction in which to
orient during training, and whether such learning would transfer to
performance in an unrewarded visual search task. To this latter end, we
measured eye movements after training in both an unguided (visual
foraging, Experiment 1) and guided (saccade to a shape-defined target,
Experiment 2) visual search tasks, given the potential distinction be-
tween the two as evident in value-driven attention to spatial locations
(see Anderson & Kim, 2018a, 2018b).

Fig. 1. Time course of trial events during the training and test phase of Experiment 1. (A) Participants fixated on the first circle before choosing one of four circles to
fixate on. Note that the dotted-line circles indicate the other locations where the first circle could also appear and are for illustration purposes only (i.e., did not
appear in the actual task). The reward was contingent upon the direction of their choice. In this example, the bottom direction is the high-value direction, and fixating
on the bottom target yielded the highest possible reward. The same procedure was used for Experiment 2 albeit with a minor modification – the first circle fixated was
a fixation cross instead of another circle. (B) Participants fixated on the cross before choosing a circle by fixating on it. The chosen circle will disappear or turn green
to indicate that the target has been found. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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2. Experiment 1

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants
Forty participants (18–35 years of age, M=22.2 years; 25 females,

15 males) were recruited from the Texas A&M Community. Participants
were compensated with money earned in the experimental task. All
reported normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal color
vision. The data from one participant were dropped and replaced with
data from a new participant due to an inability to reliably track eye
position (resulting in a failure to register a target fixation on over 30%
of trials); thus, 41 individuals in total were consented and participated.
All procedures were approved by the Texas A&M University
Institutional Review Board and conformed with the principles outlined
in the Declaration of Helsinki. The sample size of n=40 was de-
termined a priori and would yield β > 0.80 to detect an effect as small
as dz=0.46 (computed using G*Power 3.1), which was smaller than
the effect size for reward learning on eye movements evident in
Anderson and Kim (2018a, 2018b).

2.1.2. Apparatus
A Dell OptiPlex equipped with Matlab software and Psychophysics

Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997) was used to present the stimuli on
a Dell P2717H monitor. The participants viewed the monitor from a
distance of approximately 70 cm in a dimly lit room. Eye position was
monitored using an EyeLink 1000-plus desktop-mount eyetracker (SR
Research, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada). Head position was maintained
using an adjustable chin rest (SR Research).

2.1.3. Training phase
Each trial consisted of a fixation display, a secondary fixation dis-

play, a choice array, and a reward feedback display (see Fig. 1A). The
fixation cross (1.3° visual angle) remained on the screen until eye po-
sition had been registered within 1.8°of the fixation cross for a con-
tinuous period of 500ms. After a 200ms blank screen, a circle would
then appear in one of four cardinal directions at 5.8° eccentricity and
remain until eye position had been registered within 3.4° of the center
of the circle for a continuous period of 250ms. A choice array con-
sisting of four grey circles jittered (randomly up to 20° of arc in either
direction from the cardinal positions) on an imaginary circle with a
radius of 8.2° was then presented until fixation on a target was regis-
tered for a continuous period of 150ms. The grey circles were ap-
proximately 1.0° in radius, and a region extending 2.5° beyond the
boundary of the circle was used as an area of interest for determining
target fixations. Once a fixation on a target was registered, the chosen
circle would turn green for 500ms before a 200ms blank screen. After
which, the reward feedback display was presented for 1500ms, and
consisted of the money earned on the current trial along with the up-
dated total earnings. Each trial concluded with a 1500ms blank in-
terval.

Participants were instructed to fixate (“look directly at”) the cross to
begin each trial, then to fixate on the first circle, and then choose the
best one out of four circles to look at. The first circle appeared randomly
in the four cardinal directions, with the constraint that a circle ap-
peared in each position equally-often in each block of the task. Fixating
on a circle appearing in one direction (up, right, down, or left, coun-
terbalanced across participants) in the display with four peripheral
circles was associated with an 80% probability of a high reward of 10¢,
and a 20% probability of a low reward of 2¢, while for the other di-
rections these percentages were reversed. Each block consisted of 60
trials, the order of which was randomized.

2.1.4. Test phase
Each trial consisted of a fixation display (until fixation was acquired

for a continuous period of 500ms), a search array until target was

found, and a 1500ms feedback screen (see Fig. 1B). The search array
consisted of 10 circles (two in two quadrants and three in two quad-
rants, counterbalanced across trials), with each circle 0.9° in radius. On
each trial the circles were at least 2.9° away from the edge of the screen,
6.4° away from any other circle and 7.4° away from the center of the
screen.

A region extending 2.5° beyond the boundary of the circle was used
as an area of interest for determining stimulus fixations. Participants
were instructed to look directly at different circles until the target was
found. There was no explicit time pressure, and participants could not
time out. Selection of a circle was registered after 100ms of continuous
fixation on that circle, after which the circle would disappear if it was
not the target or turn green for 500ms to indicate that the target had
been found. The feedback display consisted of the words “Trial
Complete!” presented at the center of the screen. The target appeared
equally-often in each quadrant. Each block consisted of 48 trials (with
each combination of 3 and 2 stimuli per quadrant presented eight
times), the order of which was randomized.

2.1.5. Procedure
Participants completed 4 blocks of trials of the training phase, fol-

lowed by 3 blocks of trials of the test phase. Both the training and test
phases were preceded by interactive instructions that included practice
trials (4 for the training phase and 6 for the test phase). Participants
were paid the amount of money earned in the training phase at the
completion of the experiment (mean=$16.81,
range=$8.96–$20.08).

2.1.6. Measurement of eye position
Head position was maintained throughout the experiment using an

adjustable chin rest that included a bar upon which to rest the forehead
(SR Research). Participants were provided a short break between dif-
ferent runs of the task, during which they were allowed to reposition
their head to maintain comfort. Eye position was calibrated prior to
each block of trials using a 9-point calibration (Anderson & Yantis,
2012) and was manually drift-corrected by the experimenter as neces-
sary (the next trial could not begin until eye position had been regis-
tered within 1.8° visual angle of the center of the fixation cross for
500ms; see, e.g., Nissens, Failing, & Theeuwes, 2016). During the
presentation of the search array, the X and Y position of the eyes was
continuously monitored in real time with respect to the six stimulus
positions, such that fixations were coded online (Le Pelley, Pearson,
Griffiths, & Beesley, 2015).

2.1.7. Analysis of saccades
We calculated the direction of saccade in the test phase via the

coordinates of the circle fixated. If the distance from the prior fixation
to the next circle fixated was greater in the x than y dimension, then the
direction of saccade was either to the left or right as opposed to up or
down. The direction of saccades was summed up, separately for each
saccade made in the trial (first, second, third, etc.), and the proportion
of high-value choices was calculated. The resulting proportions were
then corrected for training-independent biases to look in a particular
direction by subtracting the proportion of choices in that high-value
direction computed across participants in the other training conditions,
and tested against zero using a one-sample t-test.1 A parallel analysis
was performed on the number of saccades required to find the target by
the quadrant within which the target was located.

1 The results remain significant if no correction for training-independent bias
is applied.
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2.2. Results

2.2.1. Training phase
Participants were able to learn the reward association, with 70.5%

of all saccades going in the high-value direction (as opposed to 25% if
participants made saccades in random directions), t(39)= 11.765,
p < 0.001, d=1.860. Saccades made in the high-value direction in-
creased over the course of the task, from 52.7% in the first block to
81.3% in the last block, t(39)= 7.419, p < 0.001, d=1.173. To de-
termine whether the learning was robust to the direction of the initial
(first-step) saccade, as would be predicted from a directional bias rather
than a bias to orient to a particular region of space, we ran a paired
samples t-test comparing the percentage of high-value target choice
between first-step saccades in the rewarded direction and in the op-
posite direction and found no difference between them in any block
(ps > 0.120).

2.2.2. Test phase
Rewarding directional saccades during training produced an 8.1%

increase in the frequency of initial saccades made in the high-value
direction, which was significant, t(39)= 2.99, p=0.005, d= 0.472
(visual depiction of this effect is shown in Figs. 2 and 3). The magnitude
of this bias did not significantly differ across the four training condi-
tions, F(3,36)= 0.82, p= 0.491. This bias was also robust to extinc-
tion, being individually significant in the first (7.9%) and last (6.9%)
block of the test phase, ts > 2.49, ps < 0.018, ds > 0.39, with the
difference between blocks being non-significant, t(39)= 0.45,
p=0.658. For completeness, we also investigated the second and third
saccades relative to the center and to the prior circle fixated. Only the
second saccade relative to the first circle fixated was significant, t
(39)=−2.39, p=0.022, d=−0.379 (other ps > 0.17), reflecting a
bias to look in a different direction.

Analysis of the number of saccades required to find the target
mirrored the bias in the direction of the initial saccade, with fewer
overall saccades observed when the target was in the high-value
quadrant (mean=5.19) compared to a low-value quadrant
(mean=5.50), t(39)= 2.20, p= 0.034, d=0.35.

2.3. Discussion

Previous studies have investigated direction and speed of saccades
towards a previously reward-associated object as an index of value-
driven attentional capture (A.J. Kim and Anderson, 2019; Anderson &

Yantis, 2012; Bucker et al., 2015; H. Kim and Anderson, 2019; Le Pelley
et al., 2015; Milstein & Dorris, 2007; Milstein & Dorris, 2011; Theeuwes
& Belopolsky, 2012), but the reward association is never assigned to the
eye movement itself. In the present study, through a combination of
reinforcement-guided selection history and reward feedback, partici-
pants were encouraged to repeatedly make saccades towards a target in
a particular direction. The training contingencies had a robust influence
on eye movements, with 70% of all choice saccades occurring in the
reward-associated direction. This saccade preference was driven by a
bias to orient in a particular direction rather than to stimuli appearing
within a particular region of space, as participants were equally likely
to look in the high-value direction regardless of the direction of the
initial saccade. This suggests that the high-value direction had greater
attentional priority than low-value directions. Because participants
were not explicitly informed of the reward structure of the task, this
attentional bias was the result of learning from experience.

Despite the irrelevance of reward associations in the test phase,
participants were still biased to make initial saccades in the direction
previously associated with high reward, but the bias to saccade in the
previously-rewarded direction did not persist past the first saccade.
That the bias was restricted to the first saccade is not surprising given
that there are more potential targets remaining in the directions other
than that of the prior choice given the structure of the stimulus displays
used (and possibly no stimuli further in the initially-saccaded direction
that could be fixated next on some trials, which may explain the ten-
dency to saccade in a direction different from the previously-rewarded
direction following the initial saccade).

We employed an unguided visual search task in the test phase to
assess the influence of prior learning without competing influences of
goal-directed attentional priority, analogous to the free-viewing task of
Anderson and Kim (2018a, 2018b). No one element in the display was
distinct from the others, providing no basis for feature-based guidance.
The resulting search patterns provide direct support for an influence of
reward history on the oculomotor system when searching through a
display.

3. Experiment 2

Experiment 1 demonstrated a bias to direct an initial saccade in the
direction previously associated with high reward during unguided vi-
sual search (foraging). In Experiment 2, we sought to determine whe-
ther a similar bias would be evident in the context of goal-directed
visual search. To this end, following the same training procedure,

Fig. 2. The distribution of proportion of choices per training condition, for each cardinal direction. The y-axis is the proportion of choice corrected for training-
independent bias (see Methods).
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participants completed a test phase in which the task was to saccade to
a shape-defined target. Of interest was whether eye movements would
be facilitated on trials in which the target appeared in the previously
reward-associated direction, consistent with a bias to execute a saccade
in that direction. It cannot be assumed that the oculomotor bias evident
in the test phase of Experiment 1 would be sufficiently strong to exert
an influence over-and-above goal-directed influences on oculomotor
priority in a goal-directed search task, as attentional biases for regions
of space do not translate from unguided (free viewing) to guided search
when the scenes do not contain objects that could themselves guide
attention (Anderson & Kim, 2018a, 2018b).

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants
Forty new participants (18–35 years of age, M=22.5 years; 27 fe-

males, 12 males, 1 no response) were recruited from the Texas A&M
Community. Participants were compensated with money earned in the
experimental task (mean=$16.15, range=$10.80–$20.16). All re-
ported normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal color
vision. All procedures were approved by the Texas A&M University
Institutional Review Board and conformed with the principles outlined
in the Declaration of Helsinki.

3.1.2. Apparatus
The apparatus was identical to that used in Experiment 1.

3.1.3. Training phase
The training phase was identical to that used in Experiment 1, with

the exception that a cross was used instead of a circle for the first-step
saccade before the directional choice display, to more closely match the
appearance of the stimulus displays used in the test phase.

3.1.4. Test phase
Similar to the training phase, each trial consisted of a fixation dis-

play, a secondary fixation display, and a search array (see Fig. 4). The
fixation display (cross 1.3°) remained on the screen until 500ms of
continuous fixation within 1.8° of the fixation cross had been registered.

After a 200ms blank screen, the same cross (with the same fixation
window) would appear in one of four cardinal directions at 5.8° ec-
centricity and remain until eye position had been registered within the
fixation window for a continuous period of 250ms. A search array
consisting of four grey shapes jittered (randomly up to 20° of arc in
either direction from the cardinal positions) on an imaginary circle with
a radius of 7.9° was then presented for 1000ms or until fixation on a
target was registered for a minimum of 150ms. The nontarget shapes
were always a square (2.3°), a diamond (2.2°), and a triangle (3.0°), and
the target shape was always a circle (2.85°). A region extending 3.9°

Fig. 3. A visualization of saccades towards the high-
value direction, with direction rotated such that the
high-value direction is always to the right for each
condition. The X and Y axes reflect pixels on the
monitor, and z-scores are computed over the number
of fixations to the corresponding pixel (with the re-
sulting z-score map smoothed for visualization).

Fig. 4. Time course of trial events during the test phase of Experiment 2.
Participants fixated on the cross before finding the circular target and fixating
on it. The chosen shape would turn red if incorrect, green if correct, or the
words “Too Slow!” would appear if no shape was fixated before the timeout
limit. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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beyond the center of each shape was used as an area of interest for
determining stimulus fixations.

The shapes appeared randomly in each cardinal direction, with the
constraint that the target circle appeared in each cardinal position
equally-often in each block. Participants were instructed to “look at the
circle as fast as possible.” If the target was the first shape fixated, it
would turn green; otherwise, the non-target shape the participant
looked at first would turn red. Correct and incorrect feedback (color
change) were presented for 500ms, while timeout feedback with the
words “Too Slow!” at the center of the screen was presented for
1000ms. Each block consisted of 80 trials, the order of which was
randomized.

3.1.5. Procedure
The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1.

3.1.6. Analysis of fixations and response times
For the test phase, a trial was considered valid if the target appeared

in the previously high-value direction, and invalid if it appeared in any
of the other three directions. Only correct responses were included in
the mean RT for each participant, and RTs exceeding 2.5 standard de-
viations (SDs) of the mean for each condition for each participant were
trimmed. The RT trimming procedure resulted in the exclusion of 2.6%
of trials. The validity effect was calculated by subtracting valid target
RTs from invalid target RTs, which were normalized in the same
manner as Experiment 1 to account for training-independent biases to
more rapidly saccade to a target in a particular direction.

3.2. Results and discussion

3.2.1. Training phase
Participants were able to learn the reward association, with 64.1%

of all saccades going in the high-value direction (as opposed to 25% if
participants made saccades in random directions), t(39)= 11.565,
p < 0.001, d=1.829. Saccades made in the high-value direction in-
creased over the course of the task, from 43.1% in the first block to
76.1% in the last block, t(39)= 8.385, p < 0.001, d= 1.326. Learning
rates were overall similar to Experiment 1, as the percent of saccades in
the high-value direction did not differ between experiments either in
total or in the last block of trials (ps > 0.21). To determine whether
the learning was robust to the direction of the initial (first-step) sac-
cade, as would be predicted from a directional bias rather than a bias to
orient to a particular region of space, we ran a paired samples t-test
comparing the percentage of high-value target choice between first-step
saccades in the rewarded direction and in the opposite direction and
found no difference between them in any block (ps > 0.131). Our re-
sults from the training phase closely replicate the findings from
Experiment 1.

3.2.2. Test phase
Rewarding directional saccades during training produced a 9ms

increase in the validity effect, which was significant, t(39)= 2.47,
p=0.018, d=0.389 (see Fig. 5). No corresponding bias was evident in
accuracy, t(39)= 0.041, p= 0.967, which was overall high (mean
accuracy= 99.3%), indicating that the RT data were not contaminated
by a speed-accuracy tradeoff.

The cuing effects observed in RT differed by training condition, F
(3,36)= 4.07, p= 0.014, η2= 0.253, being particularly pronounced
for the participants for whom the bottom location was associated with
high-value (p=0.12 for the same ANOVA with this condition re-
moved). It was also the case that participants were generally slower to
saccade to the bottom location collapsed across training conditions:
471ms vs. 417, 413, and 419ms (top, right, and left, respectively),
ts > 8.75, ps < 0.001, ds > 1.38. Although the reason for the dif-
ferential effectiveness of the different training conditions is unclear,
given the generally slower RTs when saccading in the bottom direction

it may be the case that participants simply had more room for im-
provement in this condition as a result of reward bias. To determine if
the observed cueing effects were driven by a general bias towards a
particular region in space rather than a directional bias, we ran a 2×2
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with first-step saccade (high-value/op-
posite direction) and validity (valid/invalid) as factors, which revealed
no significant interaction between the two, F(3,156)= 1.08, p=0.359.
The results from the test phase of Experiment 2 therefore replicate a
bias in directional saccades arising from reward history, in this case
extending to a context in which eye movements were also guided by
feature-based task goals.

4. General discussion

Prior studies have investigated value-driven attentional capture to
features such as colors (Anderson et al., 2011; Anderson & Yantis,
2012), shapes (Della Libera et al., 2011; Della Libera & Chelazzi, 2009)
and space in both the covert attentional (Anderson, 2015; Chelazzi
et al., 2014; Hickey, Chelazzi, & Theeuwes, 2014) and oculomotor
(Anderson & Kim, 2018a, 2018b) domains. The findings of the present
study extend our understanding of the effects of prior reward learning
on attention to the direction of eye movements. We find clear evidence
for reward learning modulating saccadic behavior on choices during
learning (training phase) and on the execution of directional eye
movements during extinction (unrewarded test phase).

In the rewarded training phase, participants made more saccades in
the high-value direction and the magnitude of this bias did not differ
across first-step saccade direction (i.e., the starting point around which
the stimuli were presented on the screen). This suggests that partici-
pants learned a directional association instead of associating reward
with a particular region of space. In subsequent unguided search
without rewards, participants' initial saccade was biased in the direc-
tion previous associated with high reward. Likewise, during guided
search to a shape-defined target without rewards, participants made
faster saccades to targets presented in the previously high-value di-
rection. This RT improvement was also independent of the direction of
the first-step saccade, as during training, suggesting that the bias was
directional rather than spatial.

The experimental procedure was inspired by that of prior work,
specifically Anderson and Kim (2018a, 2018b) where participants
formed spatial attentional biases following reward training. Their re-
ward training paradigm was in essence instrumental conditioning, in
that reward and choice were linked, and in the present study we applied
a similar reward scheme to the direction of saccades. Participants
modified their orienting responses in the choice task to better exploit
the environment for more reward, indicating robust reward learning.
This learning had a broad and persistent influence on the execution of

Fig. 5. Response time for valid and invalid trials Experiment 2, corrected for
training-independent bias (see Methods), broken down by the different training
conditions (high-value direction).
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future eye movements, transferring to both unguided search (a different
oculomotor choice task) and guided search (forced-choice orienting).
This latter result suggests that the consequence of reward learning on
saccades extends beyond the choices participants made and is not
specific to a decision-making context.

The magnitude of the learned oculomotor bias might have been
different had the rewards during training followed an associative
learning procedure within a forced-choice context. If participants had
to make an equal number of saccades to each of the four cardinal di-
rections but one direction was more likely to net high reward than low
reward, the resulting bias might be comparable to that observed in the
present study, driven by the pairing of high reward with the targeting
and execution of a directional saccade. Alternatively, this modification
could possibly result in poor learning, consistent with work linking
reward to the spatial position of targets (Jiang, Sha, & Remington,
2015; Jiang & Swallow, 2013; Jiang, Swallow, Rosenbaum, & Herzig,
2013; Won & Leber, 2016) and with the hypothesis that the manner in
which reward learning biases spatial attention is predominantly in-
strumental and dependent upon selection history (Anderson & Kim,
2018a, 2018b), which contrasts with the influence of reward learning
on feature-based attention (Anderson, 2016; H. Kim and Anderson,
2019). Whether the influence of reward learning on directional eye
movements is limited to the modulatory role of rewards on selection
history or extends to more purely associative reward learning reflects
an interesting question to be addressed in future studies.

During training, the position of the targets was randomly jittered
around the cardinal directions, resulting in trial-by-trial variation in the
specific saccadic trajectory needed to receive high reward. Likewise,
during the test phase, the specific position of the stimuli with respect to
both the center of the screen and to each other was variable trial-to-
trial. That a robust and persistent bias in directional eye movements
was still evident under these conditions suggests that the bias is
somewhat broadly tuned towards a particular direction. This was par-
ticularly evident in the test phase of Experiment 1, given the substantial
variability in where stimuli appeared on the screen on each trial and
how it differed from the layout of the training phase, attesting to the
context generalizability of the bias. Perhaps the positional variability
during the training phase facilitated more general learning. The fora-
ging context of Experiment 1 is an arguably more ecologically valid
environment to assess biases in saccadic behavior; it can be likened to
foraging a newly-encountered bush for berries and having the location
of the first berry to be inspected be a function of prior reward learning.
It remains to be seen if changing the search context past a threshold
could induce exploration (rather than a bias to exploit prior knowledge
about rewards; Hills et al., 2015; Wolfe, 2013; Wolfe, Cain, & Alaoui-
Soce, 2018; Zhang, Gong, Fougnie, & Wolfe, 2017) and bias behavior
away from the trained direction, consistent with the role of novelty in
guiding attention (Johnston, Hawley, Plewe, Elliott, & DeWitt, 1990;
Johnston & Schwarting, 1997).

How this bias is represented in the brain remains an open question.
It could be reflected in a spatial representation that is retinotopic and
not tied to the layout of a scene, which are known to be involved in
directing eye movements (priority maps in parietal cortex, frontal eye
field; Bisley & Goldberg, 2010; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Serences
et al., 2005; Sprague & Serences, 2013) and in the execution of ocu-
lomotor plans (e.g., superior colliculus; Sommer & Wurtz, 2004). It
could also share representational overlap with feature-based value-
driven attention and recruit the caudate tail, which is associated with
object-selective responses (Beckstead, Edwards, Frankfurter, &
Hikosaka, 1981; Griggs et al., 2017; Kim & Hikosaka, 2013; Yamamoto
et al., 2013), directing eye movements (Anderson, 2019; Beckstead
et al., 1981; Griggs et al., 2017; Kim & Hikosaka, 2013; Yamamoto,
Monosov, Yasuda, & Hikosaka, 2012; Yamamoto et al., 2013), and
value-dependent modulation (Beckstead et al., 1981; Griggs et al.,
2017; Anderson et al., 2016; Anderson, Laurent, & Yantis, 2014; A.J.
Kim and Anderson, 2019; Kim & Hikosaka, 2013; Yamamoto et al.,

2013). This would imply that the combination of a stimulus – grey
circle – and a particular location evokes a stronger response in this
region. The nature of the representation could also be due to semantic
(in this case, directional) information being prioritized over the course
of learning (Barnard, Scott, Taylor, May, & Knightley, 2004; Fischer,
Castel, Dodd, & Pratt, 2003; Krasich, Biggs, & Brockmole, 2018; Krebs,
Boehler, Egner, & Woldorff, 2011; Krebs, Boehler, & Woldorff, 2010).

Regardless of the origins of value-driven saccadic biases, the find-
ings of our current study conflict with prior studies that do not report a
lasting bias following reward training in an oculomotor task (Dunne
et al., 2019; Dunne, Ellison, & Smith, 2015). For example, Dunne et al.'s
(2019) study tested the effect of rewarded spatial locations on the
oculomotor system. Their paradigm trained participants to make single-
step saccades towards differently rewarded targets (with reward
varying with the location of the target) but found no facilitation of RT
in unrewarded remote distractor and antisaccade tasks. It is possible
that reward-training does not generalize to conflict tasks if the new
context is too different for any biases to become evident. Another po-
tentially important difference between studies is the choice element of
our training phase, which may produce more robust directional biases,
consistent with prior work investigating spatial attention (Anderson &
Kim, 2018b, 2018a; Jiang et al., 2015, 2013; Jiang & Swallow, 2013;
Won & Leber, 2016). It also seems that they were tuning the attentional
system to modulate the oculomotor system, which is conceptually dif-
ferent from our paradigm which trains oculomotor selection per se. Our
study provides clear evidence that, at least under certain circumstances,
it is possible to shape oculomotor behavior with rewards.

5. Conclusions

Our findings show that not only can reward influence attention for
stimulus features and spatial locations, but also the execution of ocu-
lomotor behavior. Biasing patterns of directional saccades could be
useful for training more efficient search and information gathering
patterns, for example in searching through radiological images to detect
cancer (Aizenman, Drew, Ehinger, Georgian-Smith, & Wolfe, 2017;
Brennan et al., 2018), performing accurate and efficient baggage
screening in security contexts (Kramer, Porfido, & Mitroff, 2019;
Mitroff, Ericson, & Sharpe, 2018), or extracting the meaning of a
complex graph or data display (Yuan, Haroz, & Franconeri, 2019). With
the advent of dynamic visualization, it may become even more ad-
vantageous for the directions of saccades to be biased over-and-above
feature- and location-based orienting (Xiong, van Weelden, &
Franconeri, 2019). The value-driven saccadic bias that we show sug-
gests a novel mechanism by which reward learning influences the visual
system, which could be supported by distinct learning systems in the
brain.
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